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The full-color cover of this diary features a smattering of everyday wonders, from champagne to
spectaclesâ€”all things worth commemorating over the course of five years. Brightly dyed edges, a
padded cover, and a ribbon marker make this five-year memory book an heirloom to treasure for
generations.
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Just what I was looking for. Travel size (slightly bigger than a galaxy s5)and perfect to leave near by
the bed.

The Every Day: A Five-Year Memory Book was the only one of it's kind that was small and cute
enough for me. My boyfriend has a similar one, but it was just plain blue and I didn't want the same
one he had. I figured that this fit my personality perfectly and that it would make me want to write in
it every day.It comes with a yellow bookmark ribbon, and when I recieved this in the mail, it was
already marked on that particular day. The cover is a little bit padded and the sides of the pages are
a turqouise to teal color which I thought was really cute. The spaces for each line are fairly small,
but I like the idea of writing small enough to fit a whole day's worth. The month and day are written
at the top of each page in whimsical script font. At the beginning of each passage there is a "20" in
the same font where you will write the corresponding year next to it, for example I write "13" making
it "2013".I plan to write each year in a different color, that way i can differentiate between each year
without having to draw a line if i ever cross over to the next passage. I'm well over a month now and
I think this is great for looking back at events and normal days just to simply reminisce. Get it!

It's perfectly sized for a brief daily note. (Roughly 4.2" across, 6.5" tall, and 1.2" deep. Do pay
attention to the size, in case you're looking for a larger book.) The small size makes note taking
much less intimidating.The individual spaces for a daily note measure roughly 3" across and 0.75"
high, with 5 pre-printed lines to write on. I plan to use it as a gardening journal. That way, for
instance, I can better remember when the first and last frosts are, and when to plant what. It will also
be fun to note visitors to my garden (goldfinch, etc).The flyleaf and endsheet are a fun blue/green
speckled with white. The illustrations at the bottom of the entry pages don't even seem to repeat (as
far as I can tell, anyway). I love the font, the lightly padded cover, the illustrations, and the size.
Really the book is perfect for its purpose. I'm making a note-to-self to give it as a gift to several
people this year.

I have been writing in this journal for a little over a month now and I love it! I always liked the idea of
journaling but never started one because I knew I would never keep up with writing long entries day
after day. This journal is perfect for me because it lets me jot down a sentence or two with the
dayâ€™s highlights and Iâ€™m done! Once I get to a whole year I look forward to being able to look
back to what I was doing a year ago - love the idea of having each page dedicated to one date!I
really like all the cute details - thatâ€™s what made me pick this journal over other every day
journals. I love the little illustrations at the bottom of the page, and the handwritten look of the lines
and dates on each page. The blue on the edges of the pages make it a cheerful little book.Like
other reviews have said - do pay attention to the dimensions of the book because it is pretty small.
Personally, I think the size is great because it is small enough to tuck into my purse if Iâ€™m going
to be traveling, but it may be a little small for some peopleâ€™s tastes.

This product is as it described.Great for people like me who is looking to just write few things of the
day everyday for five years.Except that backing glue isn't sticking anymore so papers might start
falling apart real soon after 1 year and 1/2 of use.Clearly would not last for five years.

I love the idea behind a 5-year journal, but what makes this one absolutely perfect is its whimsical
design and attention to detail (blue-edged pages, ribbon, and a unique illustration on every single
page). This will be such a fun project for 2016-2020, and hopefully capture many beautiful and
ordinary moments that would otherwise be forgotten. I truly believe in celebrating life, and this is a
wonderful thoughtful way to do that. Not only that, but it's visually interesting enough that I won't get

bored of having it on my nightstand for the next 5 years! It's smaller than I expected (although I
actually like that!) so I'm including a picture with a pen for scale.

For some reason, a blank journal was always too intimidating for me to get started (or to continue
writing). With this little book, it's easy to jot down a sentence or more each day. I find myself wanting
to write more than there is space for, so it also helps me focus on the real important things or
thoughts that I want to remember that day. I have written in this journal since August 2014 and I
can't wait to come around each year to read the previous years' entries. I also gave this to my sister
as she's expecting her first child. Easy memory keeper for a busy mom!

Some of the pages stick together a bit, which can be challenging (to pull apart). But otherwise, this
little wonder of a book is perfect in every way. I love the inky "hand-written" font and the whimsical,
gender-neutral images on the bottom of each page. I wish I had started it on January 1, instead of
May 7, but am having fun filling in the old entries retrospectively. I'm basically using it as a
combination gratitude journal / diary / log of interesting images and events -- in a sort of "Wings of
Desire" sort of way. For example, "...2 black girls in jeans jackets and miniskirts putting on a dance
show at the covered bus stop..." or "...E. opening up and crying -- about not being physically able to
play guitar in the way she'd like...." The entries are like daily snapshots of your life.I could also see
people with physical or mental illnesses using it to log their eating, sleeping, moods, meds, and
condition.
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